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PATIENT CARE REPORTS 
 
POLICY 

 
1. At least one provider will complete and file a patient care report (PCR), and any required 

data reports, for each patient contact. 
2. If the author of the PCR is not the highest-level provider from the same agency who 

participated in care, the higher-level provider will add an addendum and co-sign the 
report. This can be done in the addendum section or in the body of the narrative. 

o This is for one of two reasons 
▪ To account for any assessment or care provided above or beyond the 

scope of the expertise of the report author, including ALS assessment 
and medical decision making based upon ALS evaluation 

i.e., a Paramedic must add an addendum and co-sign a report written by a BLS provider to 
discuss pertinent exam findings and treatments if indicated. This is required even if no ALS 
interventions are indicated, as the ALS provider’s thought process and medical decision making 
is important even if no further ALS interventions are indicated at the time.  

▪ To account for why higher-level care was not indicated, if patient 
released to the care of the BLS crew  

i.e., a paramedic must add an addendum documenting that an ALS assessment was performed 
as well as the medical decision making, based upon history/exam and clinical situation, as to why 
patient was appropriate for BLS transport/treatment, including differential diagnoses considered 
and why risk of decompensation in BLS care was unlikely 

3. ALS providers responding to other agencies for requested ALS (rendezvous/scene 
response, etc.) will complete a separate PCR for the patient encounter in the standard 
SOAP format. This PCR will be the responding ALS providers agency PCR and will use 
the CAD# generated by dispatch. The BLS crew will document the agency and providers 
name and certification level in their PCR. 

 
4. All PCR’s will be completed in a format approved by the Medical Director. 

o All 911 transport agencies shall use the ImageTrend EMR System. 
o Careflight may use their own EMR system and documentation guidelines. 
o Stand-by and first response agencies shall use a format agreed upon by the 

agency and the EMSMD. 
5. The narrative portion of the PCR will be completed in the SOAP format. 
6. Every PCR must fully document, in appropriate detail, all important aspects of the care 

provided during the encounter. This should at minimum include: 
o Subjective history, medications, allergies and medical history. 
o Vital signs. 
o Physical exam which is thorough and appropriate. 
o Provider Impression/Assessment of what problem is being treated/transported. 
o What care/treatments/interventions were provided and patient response. 
o Why care/treatments/interventions were provided. 
o Why pertinent care/treatments/interventions were not used. 
o Results of data collected- such as BG, EKG with interpretation. 
o Ongoing changes in patient condition or treatment plan. 
o Condition of patient on arrival and transfer to the receiving facility. 
o Medical decision making and differential diagnosis, depending on the situation, 

historical factors and exam findings. What is most concerning to you, as the 
provider? What do you think is likely vs unlikely based upon your evaluation? 

7. Each provider and agency shall comply with all Mesa County EMS System requirements 
for PCRs and documentation. 

 
PROCEDURE 
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1. All providers are strongly encouraged to document in the narrative the PCR disposition at 
time of patient delivery as well, and any reason it the PCR was not left with patient. 

2. A signature indicating the receiving facility’s receipt of the patient shall be obtained on the 
original copy of the PCR. 

3. The PCR must be signed by the provider completing the report – typed name at bottom 
of report. 

4. If this signing provider is NOT the highest level MCEMS provider on scene: 
a. There must also be, at minimum, a brief addendum at the bottom of the PCR by 

the higher-level provider indicating approval of the report and responsibility for 
the patient care. The exception will be multiple patient scenes or nass casualty 
incidents. 

b. It is UNACCEPTABLE for an EMT/EMT-I chart to list EMT-I/Paramedic 
care/treatments/interventions or medical decision-making without there being 
documentation from the senior provider to support this care and medical 
decision-making. 

5. Upon transfer of patient care in the Emergency Department each EMS provider in charge 
of patient care must: 

a. Have a face-to-face oral report with the receiving RN, EDP or charge nurse. This 
is a responsibility EMS. 

b. Provide the receiving clinician with vital signs, BG, ECG and key portions of 
history, physical exam, treatments and response to care. 

 
CHANGES TO THE PCR 

1. Any changes, additions, or updates to the PCR after initial filing shall be made as a time-
stamped addendum clearly indicating these details as such. DO NOT CHANGE THE 
ORIGINAL REPORT! 

 
 
DOCUMENTATION KEY POINTS / CONSIDERATIONS 
 

1. In a perfect world: 
a. A thorough and appropriate history and physical exam (Subjective and 

Objective), 
b. Lead to an appropriate and accurate Provider Impression (PI) (Assessment), 
c. Which directs the EMT to the appropriate treatment via the guideline written for 

that very Provider Impression (PI)/Assessment (Plan). 
2. However: 

a. Not every PI/Assessment has a specific guideline written for it, and 
b. Many cases are not simple, clear cut and straightforward. 

3. Calls which are very straight-forward, in which: 
a. The PI/Assessment leads to a single protocol which is followed fully, 
b. The patient is stable throughout, and 
c. The patient responds to care and no unexpected changes occur, 

may usually be charted in a simple manner. What you did (your treatment) and why you 
did it (your thinking) will be obvious and clear from a basic, but well-done, SOAP note 
and the Treatments and Assessments section of the PCR in these straightforward cases. 

4. Calls which are NOT straight-forward, in which: 
a. The PI/Assessment(s) is/are not clear-cut, or 
b. No protocol addresses the PI/Assessment fully, or multiple or partial protocols 

need to be employed, or 
c. The patient is unstable, or deteriorates in any way, or 
d. Aggressive interventions/procedures/medications are required, or 
e. Any other degree of complexity or atypical features are present, 
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 require more detailed and complex documentation: 
● What you did (your treatment(s)) should be quite clear, as the 

“Treatments and Assessments” area of the PCR must provide a 
complete chronological listing of care/treatments/interventions. 

● Why you did what you did (your thinking and medical decision making), 
and how the patient responded to your care/treatments/interventions, 
will require more detail and thorough charting in your Plan in cases 
such as these. 

● The “why” is likely as important as the “what” in complex cases- BOTH 
must be documented in your PCR. 

5. The “Treatments and Assessments” area of the PCR must provide a complete 
chronological listing of the care/treatments/interventions. 

a. Most of this DOES NOT need to be re-recited in the Plan- only the essential key 
points need be repeated in the Plan narrative. 

b. The Plan and “Treatments and Assessments” should work together to tell the 
complete story. 

c. “Treatments and Assessments” shows most of “what” you did. 
6. This allows your Plan up to tell more of “why/why not”, ongoing course while enroute, 

response to care, arrival condition, etc. It is very important that ALL appropriate 
checkboxes and Provider Impressions (PI) be used on your PCR. 

7. Often the care/treatments/interventions you choose NOT to provide are as important as 
those you do provide. 

8. Thoughtful and careful charting regarding your decision-making about this is very 
important. 

9. In general, if an important form of care/treatment/intervention is indicated for the Provider 
Impression(s)/Assessment(s) you have given the patient, and you DO NOT provide that 
care/treatment/intervention, you need to explain why that care/treatment/intervention was 
not warranted in your opinion. 

10. Selected examples include: 
a. Why spine was not immobilized in patients with significant ETOH or potentially 

distracting injuries. 
b. Why ASA, ntg or EKG not used in patient with CP. 
c. Why you feel patient was appropriate to refuse care/transport. 
d. Why a patient was deemed to be stable for BLS transport (if an ALS provider) 

11. Selected examples of chief complaint driven specific charting details include (this is NOT 
a complete list): 

a. Cardiac Care 
● ASA taken PTA is listed in medications given section, time PTA 
● Cardiac Alert checkbox used, as appropriate. 
● STEMI PI used, as appropriate. 
● EKG abnormalities checkboxes used, as appropriate. 
● Cardiac Arrest PI used for any patient with a Cor 0 who receives 

resuscitation efforts. (do not use “Dead” PI for these). 
● TIH checkbox/procedure used as appropriate. 

b. Trauma Care 
● “Stat Trauma” PI used for any patient who meets Trauma Destination 

Guidelines criteria. 
● Trauma Alert check boxes used for patient who meets trauma 

destination guidelines criteria 
c. Airway/Breathing Care 

● Proper SOB PI used, as appropriate. 
● Intubation checkbox used, as appropriate. 
● Intubation complications drop-down menu be used. 
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● Bougie intubation stylet checkbox used, as appropriate 
● King Tube checkbox/procedure used, as appropriate. 
● CPAP checkbox used, as appropriate. 

d. CVA/TIA Care 
● Stoke Alert checkbox used used, as appropriate. 
● Timeline of symptoms clearly charted 
● BG checked and charted in all cases 
● “ED pre-notified” charted in all cases 

e. Non-Transports/Refusals 
● Capacity clearly charted in all cases 
● Provider “medical opinion” clearly charted in all cases 
● For Refusals: “Hospital contacted” checkbox and name of EDP 

checkbox used (if EDP was contacted). 
● Non-Transport/Refusal PI used, as appropriate. 

 
 
ALS BACK-UP/PATIENT TRANSFER TO ANOTHER PROVIDER 
 
Patient information and treatment details may be lost any time patient care is transferred from 
one EMS provider to another. Transfer of complete information must occur to facilitate efficient 
patient care and to reduce the potential for error. 

 
POLICY 

 
1. When transferring care from one provider to another, the receiving provider should 

perform a full reassessment. 
2. Lack of appropriate transfer report does not relieve the receiving provider of responsibility 

for knowing the patient’s status. 
3. Transfer from a provider of higher level to one of lower training (Paramedic to EMT) may 

only be accomplished if the care the patient will require falls within the scope of the lower 
level provider. 

4. All ALS personnel who perform BLS backup or intercept for another agency shall 
document such in an approved fashion. 
 

TRANSFER OF CARE PROCEDURE 
 

1. A verbal transfer report must be given, and documented in the PCR. 
2. The information should be organized as would a written PCR: 

a. Trauma: a brief description of the mechanism and exam findings. 
b. Medical: the history, signs, symptoms, and exam findings. 
c. For both: a concise summary of treatment and results. 

3. Additional information to be transferred to receiving provider:  
a. Body areas or systems that have not been examined. 
b. History-taking that has not been completed. 
c. All medications and IV fluids and drip rates. 
d. All interventions and responses to those interventions.  

4. If patient care is complex the initial provider should record their interventions, and 
accompany the patient to the hospital so that all pertinent information is recorded in the 
PCR. 

5. Care and transfer of the patient is finalized by completing the PCR as above. 
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ALS BACKUP PROCEDURE 
 

1. The ALS provider will either add an addendum to the BLS providers PCR (same agency) 
or complete a separate PCR (ALS Provided to another agency) outlining decision-making 
and care.  

2. Regardless: it is INAPPROPRIATE for a BLS chart to list ALS medications, procedures or 
decision-making without there being documentation from the senior provider to support 
this care and medical decision-making.  

3. The ALS provider is ultimately responsible for ALL patient care and the PCR once 
they are on-scene in these situations. 

 
 
 
 
 


